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SL.NO. SCORING INDICATORS SCORE

1. The Nightingale  flew over the rose tree to  get  real  rose for the
student ( Lover) .

1

2. The rose tree was growing beneath the student's window 1
3. The Nightingale offered her sweetest song to get a red rose . 1
4. The rose tree  was  unable  to  give  a  red rose  as  the  winder  has

chilled it's veins and the forest has nipped it's buds.  
1

5. The beautiful rose tree . 1
6. The village Smithy stood under a spreading chestnut tree. 1
7. The smith's hands were large and sinewy. 1
8. Simile 1
9.  A spreading chestnut - tree, sinewy hands , the muscles, brawny

arms.
1

10 The Kind has only one eye and one leg. 1
11. While walking in his palace the king noticed the portraits of  his

ancestors along the hallway.
1

12 The painter were confused about how to make a beautiful picture
of the king with only one leg and one eye.

1

13 The painter cleverly hid the abnormalities of the king by drawing
the portrait of the king sitting on the horse with one leg visible,
holding his bow and aiming the arrow with one eye closed.

1

14 The great painter.
1

15 Day: Thursday
Date: 14-12-2023
Time: 10.30 pm
Today was incredible! I've been dreaming of creating a beautiful
picture for so long, and finally, it happened. I poured my heart into
it,  thinking of my dear sister all the while. The joy of everyone
appreciating  my  painting  is  beyond  words.  I  feel  grateful  and
inspired to keep expressing my feelings through art.

Until next time,
Avanthika Anil

5

16 Rosa Parks became an icon of the Civil Rights Movement because
of her brave action on a Montgomery bus. One day, after a long
day of work, she boarded the bus and sat in the section reserved for
black  passengers.  When  the  white  section  filled  up,  the  driver
demanded that Rosa Parks give up her seat for a white passenger.
But she refused to give in to this unjust demand. Her refusal to
move sparked a pivotal moment in history, leading to her arrest.
This single act of defiance became a catalyst for the Montgomery



Bus Boycott and played a crucial  role in the fight against  racial
segregation in the United States.

17. Notice

Seminar on Man and Nature

The English Club at AVHSS, Ponnani, is hosting a seminar about
"Man and Nature." Come join us on 26th December 2013 at 3:30
PM  to  explore  our  connection  with  nature.  All  students  are
welcome!

[Abhitha Anil]
English Club Secretary

5

18
Place: Montgomery
Date: 14-12-2023

Dear Rosa Parks,

I want to thank you for your bravery and strength in standing up
against injustice. Your actions in Montgomery inspired a historic
Supreme Court ruling. Your courage is truly remarkable and has
made a lasting impact on civil rights in the USA.

With deep admiration,

[ ANIL ]

19 KHALIL  GlBRAN

Khalil Gibran, born on Jianuary 6, 1883, in Mount Lebanon, was a 
Lebanese-American writer, poet, visual artist, and philosopher. His
notable works, such as "The Prophet," "The Madman," and 
"Broken Wings," reflect his profound insights into life, spirituality,
and human emotions. His writings touched the hearts of many, 
transcending cultural boundaries. Gibran's legacy endured beyond 
his death on April 10, 1931, in New York City, USA, leaving a 
lasting impact on literature and philosophy with his profound and 
timeless wisdom.

5

20  Depression
1

21 Insomnia and psychological problems 
1

22 20%
1

23  Waste of time
1

24 Distraction 1



25 a) is
b) and
c) throws 3

26 a) Where did you find it?
b) Where is the star ?
c) Do you want to taste it ? 3
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